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ABSTRACT

Kartina Setia Rahayu / A320160180. PRAGMALINGUISTICS AND CONDOLENCE STRATEGIES FOUND IN FACEBOOK COMMENTS TO JAKARTA POST NEWS. Research Paper. School of Teacher Training and Education. Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta. May, 2020.

Kartina Setia Rahayu
Tinasetia21@gmail.com

Dr. Maryadi, MA.
Mar243@ums.ac.id

Condolence is a form of speech or expression for someone because of death. Condolences also become one of the symbols or forms of empathy and sympathy for someone else who is left because of death. This study aims to (1) To identify pragmalinguistics of condolences expressions found in Facebook comments to the Jakarta Post news account, (2) To explain the condolence strategy found in Facebook comments to the Jakarta Post news account. This research is included in qualitative research. This type of research is descriptive research. The researcher collected data by taking pictures in the Facebook comments column on the Jakarta Post news account. Researcher analyzed the pragmalinguistics using theories from Sidney Greenbraum (1996), while the analysis of the use of condolences found in Facebook comments to the Jakarta Post news account used the theories of Zunin and Zunin (1991). The results show that there are 29 types of pragmalinguistics, such as 14 noun phrases data, 12 simple sentences data, and 3 complex sentences data. In addition there are 29 types of strategies, such as 2 the loss acknowledgement strategies, 5 expressions of sympathy strategies, 20 strategies of recording or taking note the quality of the person who died, 1 strategy of retelling a special memory of the person who died, 1 strategy of ending with toughtful word or phrase. The biggest result in the form of linguistics is noun phrase that is 48.28%. While the biggest result of this strategy recording or taking note the quality of the person who died at 68, 97%. So it can be concluded that, the pragmalinguistics that is often used in condolences is a noun phrase. Meanwhile, the strategy is recording or taking notes of the quality of the person who edited the strategy.
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The researcher analyses the data by using code. The code that is made comes from the name of the person in brief. As for the code along with the name of the person, including:
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